Big Data Analytics for Data Visualization: Review of Techniques
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ABSTRACT
This is information era, where information is increasing exponentially. Extracting information in a way that the human mind can comprehend is a big challenge. Visualization plays a key role in data discovery process and in better decision making. A question still arises how to visualize interesting structures and patterns that are in hyper-dimensional data spaces. We can sketch a convincing visual story from raw data with the use of right tool. This paper focuses on Big Data visualization, its challenges, various tools. Researchers have explored a new way to visualize and analyze complex and dynamic datasets using virtual reality. We have also investigated how virtual reality has radically changed the world of Big Data Visualization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Big data is a term that depicts the substantial volume of information – both structured and unstructured – that immerses a business on an everyday premise. This huge amount of information is not beneficial until the organizations get insights from this data. The information can be analyzed that prompt business for better decisions and key business moves. Huge amount of data is processed every day. For example, Facebook’s Hive data warehouse holds 300 PB data with an incoming daily rate of about 600 TB in April, 2014 [3]. This example also illustrates that big data is generated very fast. Accumulating this large amount of data is very complex task. Unstructured data is another feature of big data. It is the information that does not have a pre-defined data model or format. Large amount of data is generated now days from social networks, traffic sensors, satellites imagery; broadcast audio streams, banking transactions, financial market, and many more. 3Vs (Velocity, Volume and Variety) nicely describe major aspects of big data. Current data processing systems (e.g. relational data warehouse) can process a large amount of relational data but they are not flexible to deal with semi-structured or unstructured data. So, new technologies have to be developed to handle data from various sources, e.g. social networks, stock market, data collected from multiple sensors, etc. The general categories of activities involved with big data processing are:

- Data Ingestion
- Storage
- Processing and Analyzing
- Data Insight

2. BIG DATA AND VISUALIZATION
Data visualization is the presentation of data in a pictorial or graphical format [21]. To analyze and get better insights from big data, it has to be represented in some systematic format. Data visualization is important to group together many data points, to understand relationships in data, debate questions in real time and more quickly decide where to focus research. It helps data scientists to identify hidden data patterns and how it is processed. Also, business analysts can apply data visualization techniques to identify areas that need attention or improvement, focus on factors influencing customer behavior and predict sales volumes. The visualization-based discovery tools take the challenges presented by the Three V’s of big data and turn them in to opportunities for growth.

2.1 Big Data Visualization Process
The Visualization process consists of the following steps as shown in figure 2:
The first step in visualization process is to acquire the data from various sources. Data collected from heterogeneous sources may be unstructured/semi-structured, so it has to be parsed into structured format. All the data may not be necessary for visualization; the next step is to filter out the unimportant data. Useful patterns are then extracted and represented in a form of charts and graphs so as to reveal hidden information easily interpreted by the user.

2.2 Challenges of Big Data Visualization
Big data visualization is challenging because of the volume, variety and velocity of data. Biggest challenge when working with big data is how to handle large data volumes and effectively display results of data visualization and analysis that is meaningful and useful. New mechanism has to be developed to look at the data so as help decision makers in getting insight from it in a very simple and easy manner by using graphs and charts. Traditional visualization tools are not capable to handle very large data sets. The tool for visualization should be able to provide us visualization with as low latency as possible. To cope with such huge amount of data, parallelization is also required, which is a challenge in visualization. The major functionality of big data visualization is to identify interesting patterns. For pattern mining data dimensions have to be carefully chosen. If we select few dimensions then it can make our visualization low and many interesting patterns may lost, similarly if we select all the dimensions that may result in dense visualization which may not be useful to the users. For example: “Given the resolution of conventional displays (1.3 million pixels), visualizing every data point can lead to over-plotting, overlapping and may overwhelm user’s perceptual and cognitive capacities” [5]. Most of the current visualization tools have low performance in scalability, functionality and response time [6].

3. BIG DATA VISUALIZATION METHODS
A number of approaches have been in use for big data visualization. These approaches have been classified according to (1) data volume, (2) data variety, and (3) data dynamics. Various data visualization methods are:

3.1 Tree map
It is a method to represent hierarchical data as a set of nested rectangles. It uses a tiling algorithm to divide the parent rectangle into sub-rectangles. Generally, qualified algorithm is used. Area of a rectangle defines the quantity assigned to a category. However, tree maps have the limitation of representing zero and negative values. Also, when more pixels are used to show the hierarchy the size distorts.

3.2 Circle Packing
It is an alternative method of tree map in which circles are used to represent different hierarchical levels. Area of a circle defines the quantity of a particular category. Like tree map it also uses different colors to categories different levels. Unlike, tree map this method is not space efficient.

3.3 Parallel Coordinates
It is a way to visualize high-dimensional data. Data elements can be plotted across many dimensions individually; parallel coordinates can display both the forest and the tree. Pattern of lines are drawn to get a clear picture of data. To see detailed performance of specific data elements individual lines can be highlighted. However, large number of data items results in overplotting. This technique is not suitable for categorical data.

3.4 Stream Graph
It is used to show value displacement around a varying central time line. It displays the changes in data over time of different categories. In a Stream Graph, the size of each individual stream shape is proportional to the values in each category. They are ideal to represent high-volume datasets.

It is easy to acquire knowledge from a mass of information through data visualization tools. People can find things (outliers, hidden trends or clusters) that they don’t know through the ideal data visualization tool. These tools also help to dive deep into fast changing data sets. The main features of Big Data Visualization tools has been discussed in the following table.

Another Example is Titans of Space 2.0 that helps to deep-dive tour through our Solar System. The goal was to gain a new perspective on what our universe actually looks like by taking advantage of the increased spatial awareness made possible by modern VR. From the perspective of Big Data Visualization, scaling is a significant issue caused by multidimensional systems, needed to seek a branch of information in order to obtain some specific value or knowledge [20]. Other important issues focused by researchers are how to merge virtual objects to real scene view. This mapping may result into distortion of real scene and also system delay. Also, there is mismatch between the virtual and physical distances. So, to help in better interaction there is a need to create an effective framework.effective investigate paleontology, shape perception, MRI, and physics.

<p>| Table I: Characteristics of Big Data Tools |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plotly</td>
<td>Modern open source platform for agile business intelligence and data science.</td>
<td>Online graphing, analytics, and static tool for individuals as well as scientific graphing libraries for Python, R, MATLAB, Perl, J Arduino, and REST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tableau</td>
<td>Can Handle Large Volumes of Data, Filter Simultaneously Multiple Data Sets, Users can create and distribute interactive and shareable, dashboards depicting trends and variations, Build interactive dashboards, Built-in support for R, Google Big Query API, Allows users to analyze what has happened, does not have any statistical or predictive capabilities</td>
<td>Business intelligence tool used by academic researchers and government to do visual data analytics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAS Visual Analytics | Complete platform for analytics visualization, enabling users to identify patterns and relationships in data that weren’t initially evident.

Microsoft Power BI | Power BI dashboards provide a 360-degree view for business users with their most important metrics in one place, updated in real time, and available on all of their devices.

D3.js | A JavaScript library for creating dynamic, interactive data visualizations in web browsers framework.

4. COCLUSION

Information is crucial in one way or the other, so to find useful patterns one has to rely on the visual representation. Huge volume of heterogeneous data can not be handled efficiently, so the tools which give us result without giving up performance and response time are required. In this paper importance of big data visualization has been identified and discussed about challenges and issues related to this. To get deep insight and 360 degree view of big data researchers are now focusing on using Virtual reality as a new technique for big data visualization.
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